
Nanotechnology and Nanotechnology and ‘‘upstreamupstream’’ public public 
engagementengagement

Articulating the controversy potential Articulating the controversy potential 
of a of a ‘‘technologytechnology--inin--thethe--makingmaking’’



Upstream public engagementUpstream public engagement

Science and society interactionsScience and society interactions
•• Phase 1Phase 1

–– deficit deficit ‘‘we know bestwe know best’’ modelmodel

•• Phase 2Phase 2
–– dialogue modeldialogue model

•• Phase 3Phase 3
–– upstream public engagementupstream public engagement



Phase 1: Public understanding of sciencePhase 1: Public understanding of science
(PUS)(PUS)



Phase 1: Public understanding of sciencePhase 1: Public understanding of science
(PUS)(PUS)

‘‘It is clearly a part of each scientistIt is clearly a part of each scientist’’s professional s professional 
responsibility to promote the public responsibility to promote the public 

understanding of scienceunderstanding of science’’

Sir Walter Sir Walter BodmerBodmer, Royal Society (1985), Royal Society (1985)



Phase 2: ‘A new mood for dialogue’



Phase 2: Phase 2: ‘‘A new mood for dialogueA new mood for dialogue’’

‘‘There is a new humility on the part of science in the face There is a new humility on the part of science in the face 
of public attitudes, and a new assertiveness on the part of public attitudes, and a new assertiveness on the part 

of the public.of the public.’’

House of Lords House of Lords ‘‘Science and SocietyScience and Society’’ (2000)(2000)



Phase 3: Paddling upstream



Phase 3: Paddling upstream

‘We have learnt that it is necessary with major 
technologies to ensure that the debate takes place 
“upstream”, as new areas emerge in the scientific 

and technological development process.’

Lord Sainsbury, Science Minister (July 2004)



The upstream argumentThe upstream argument

Many of the issues currently surrounding nanotechnologies are Many of the issues currently surrounding nanotechnologies are 
‘‘upstreamupstream’’ in nature, providing a real opportunity for in nature, providing a real opportunity for 
engagement to be designed in early. (Royal Society/RAE 2004)engagement to be designed in early. (Royal Society/RAE 2004)

As we have seen, the science community has travelled a long way As we have seen, the science community has travelled a long way 
in a short time. In less than 20 years, the style of its conversin a short time. In less than 20 years, the style of its conversation ation 
with society has changed from the patronising tones of with society has changed from the patronising tones of ‘‘public public 
understandingunderstanding’’ to the warmer banter of dialogue. Now it is to the warmer banter of dialogue. Now it is 
changing again, to a more honest and reflective mode of listeninchanging again, to a more honest and reflective mode of listening g 
and exchange.and exchange.

Welcome to seeWelcome to see--through science. (Wilsdon, 2004)through science. (Wilsdon, 2004)



Research activitiesResearch activities

–– ESRC projectESRC project
•• ‘‘Nanotechnology, risk & sustainability Nanotechnology, risk & sustainability –– moving public moving public 

engagement upstreamengagement upstream’’ (with Demos)(with Demos)

–– UK Gov UK Gov ‘‘SciencewiseSciencewise’’ projectproject
•• ‘‘The Nanodialogues: 4 experiments in upstream public The Nanodialogues: 4 experiments in upstream public 

engagementengagement’’ (with Demos, Environment Agency, EPSRC (with Demos, Environment Agency, EPSRC 
& BBSRC, Practical Action, Unilever)& BBSRC, Practical Action, Unilever)

–– CrossCross--European European ‘‘Science and SocietyScience and Society’’ project (in project (in 
negotiation)negotiation)

•• ‘‘Deepening Ethical Engagement and Participation in Deepening Ethical Engagement and Participation in 
Emerging NanotechnologiesEmerging Nanotechnologies’’ (UK, Germany, (UK, Germany, 
Netherlands, Portugal)Netherlands, Portugal)



Researching the upstreamResearching the upstream

The challengeThe challenge
1.1. It is not simply the It is not simply the ‘‘risksrisks’’ of a technology that concern of a technology that concern 

people but also the future social worlds that novel people but also the future social worlds that novel 
technologies will enabletechnologies will enable

2.2. Public concerns do not necessarily fit within a Public concerns do not necessarily fit within a ‘‘riskrisk’’
and and ‘‘benefitbenefit’’ rubricrubric

3.3. Nanotechnology is an open ended and largely Nanotechnology is an open ended and largely 
contested categorycontested category

4.4. Nanotechnology exists largely in terms of its Nanotechnology exists largely in terms of its ‘‘promisepromise’’
5.5. Since people are unfamiliar with the term, and due to Since people are unfamiliar with the term, and due to 

all the factors above, the notion of attitudes is largely all the factors above, the notion of attitudes is largely 
redundantredundant



Engaging publics upstreamEngaging publics upstream

How to develop a social space in which to enable a How to develop a social space in which to enable a 
robust imagination of potential nanotechnology futures, robust imagination of potential nanotechnology futures, 
aimed at understanding the factors that are likely to aimed at understanding the factors that are likely to 
mediate its receptionmediate its reception

Methodological criteriaMethodological criteria
-- Group workGroup work
-- Attention to conceptual designAttention to conceptual design
-- Attention to recruitmentAttention to recruitment
-- Attention to the emergence of attitudesAttention to the emergence of attitudes



A two stage methodologyA two stage methodology
1.1. Public focus groupsPublic focus groups
•• to encourage discussion of potential issues arising for to encourage discussion of potential issues arising for 

nanotechnology, within a framework set by participants rather nanotechnology, within a framework set by participants rather 
than imposed a priori by given official regulatory and riskthan imposed a priori by given official regulatory and risk--
assessment vocabularies assessment vocabularies 

•• not to engage with a crossnot to engage with a cross--section of opinion, but to engage with section of opinion, but to engage with 
groups selected on the basis of their existing participation in groups selected on the basis of their existing participation in local local 
community or political or technology issues, but with no prior community or political or technology issues, but with no prior 
involvement or exposure to nanotechnologyinvolvement or exposure to nanotechnology

2.2. ScientistsScientists--meetsmeets--publicspublics
•• a conversation between 12 selected members of our a conversation between 12 selected members of our nanonano--

informed (and animated) publics and 12 informed (and animated) publics and 12 nanoscientistsnanoscientists at the at the 
National History Museum on the ethical and social dimensions of National History Museum on the ethical and social dimensions of 
nanotechnologiesnanotechnologies



The sampleThe sample

They included:
• a group of professional men (doctors, architects, civil 

servants etc)
• a group of professional women (mostly employed as 

middle managers in business)
• a mixed group with demonstrable political interests
• a group of mothers with children of school age
• and a mixed group with an interest in technology

The groups were conducted in Manchester and London



The designThe design

•• Discussion of technology Discussion of technology 
•• Introduction of nanotechnologyIntroduction of nanotechnology
•• Different visions of nanotechnology (positive and Different visions of nanotechnology (positive and 

negative)negative)
•• Homework Homework –– do own research do own research 
•• Principle issues for societyPrinciple issues for society
•• Exploration of dilemmasExploration of dilemmas

–– EnhancementEnhancement
–– Messing with natureMessing with nature
–– Privacy Privacy 

•• Messages for governmentMessages for government



Ambivalence to technologyAmbivalence to technology

•• Ambivalent experience of technologyAmbivalent experience of technology
–– Enabling, transformative, mobile, connected, globalEnabling, transformative, mobile, connected, global
–– Loss of community, invasion of privacy, impact on family/ Loss of community, invasion of privacy, impact on family/ 

work boundaries, info overload and difficulty of work boundaries, info overload and difficulty of ‘‘keeping upkeeping up’’
•• Technology as transformativeTechnology as transformative

–– Initially seen as Initially seen as ‘‘a good in itselfa good in itself’’
–– On reflection understood as potently shaping society albeit On reflection understood as potently shaping society albeit 

through its own (commercial) logic and largely beyond through its own (commercial) logic and largely beyond 
personal and collective governmental controlpersonal and collective governmental control

•• Technology may have brought undoubted Technology may have brought undoubted ‘‘benefits but benefits but 
has it made our lives has it made our lives ‘‘happierhappier’’



GM as symbolGM as symbol

•• People used the GM experience People used the GM experience –– symbolically symbolically -- as as 
grounds for cautiongrounds for caution

–– Would they would have much of a say in the direction and Would they would have much of a say in the direction and 
pace at which technologies developed?pace at which technologies developed?

–– Would control and ownership of technologies would be Would control and ownership of technologies would be 
further consolidated in the hands of the few?further consolidated in the hands of the few?

–– Would governments would be able to address the ethical, Would governments would be able to address the ethical, 
social and health implications of a technology in advance of social and health implications of a technology in advance of 
its applicationits application



‘‘We havenWe haven’’t had a say againt had a say again’’

F F What youWhat you’’re saying is we havenre saying is we haven’’t had a say again, I think that t had a say again, I think that 
goes back to we havengoes back to we haven’’t had a say doesnt had a say doesn’’t it? In that these t it? In that these 
things are just coming through and...things are just coming through and...

F F They donThey don’’t feel the need, no.t feel the need, no.
F F But also that the speed with which things are going forward But also that the speed with which things are going forward 

as well, like I was trying to say before, I donas well, like I was trying to say before, I don’’t know, there are t know, there are 
a lot of well publicised questions around genetic modification a lot of well publicised questions around genetic modification 
which which …… I donI don’’t feel have been addressed, ethical questions t feel have been addressed, ethical questions 
havenhaven’’t been addressed really or publicly. t been addressed really or publicly. …… II’’m a bit wary m a bit wary 
about jumping into, rushing forward with another new about jumping into, rushing forward with another new 
technology where I feel that the old questions haventechnology where I feel that the old questions haven’’t even t even 
been addressed.been addressed.

Professional womenProfessional women



Perceptions of nanotechnologyPerceptions of nanotechnology

•• Little knowledge or familiarityLittle knowledge or familiarity
• When pressed, people tended to define it as 

something that was 
– scientific 
– clever
– small
– possibly medical
– futuristic and
– associated with science fiction



‘Bewildering really’

Int So when I say [nanotechnology] what comes to mind?
M Alien.
F Very little understanding of it.
F Very scientific.
M Well I do think quantum theory and strange, strange effects 

at that kind of level.
M You just think it’s so futuristic that it wouldn’t be in our 

lifetime but then you think the way things are going so 
quickly.

M Bewildering really.
Technology group



‘I actually have no idea what they’re really doing’

F I know the idea that nanotechnology is really small 
technology and occasionally I’ll read something in the 
Guardian or wherever about ‘it’s amazing, these guys 
have written their names in atoms on something’ and 
you’re like, wow, that’s cool. And you have this very 
nebulous notion that this is really clever, you’re told 
there are all these possibilities that are waiting to be 
unlocked in nanotechnology. But I actually have no 
idea, you know, what they’re really doing and what 
these possibilities are. I just have this very vague notion 
that it’s very clever and it could be really important.

Political group







Developing a nanoDeveloping a nano--imaginationimagination

•• A common processA common process
–– from a state of ignorance, to from a state of ignorance, to 
–– surprise at levels of research and R&D, to surprise at levels of research and R&D, to 
–– enthusiasm as to the potential for social good, to enthusiasm as to the potential for social good, to 
–– unease and anxiety over potential unanticipated and unease and anxiety over potential unanticipated and 

disruptive effects in realdisruptive effects in real--world circumstances world circumstances 
•• Participants also struggled to envisage the scale Participants also struggled to envisage the scale 

of nanotechnologiesof nanotechnologies



‘‘ItIt’’s just so difficult to grasps just so difficult to grasp’’

MM What IWhat I’’m struggling to visualise is what theym struggling to visualise is what they’’re re 
[nanotechnologies] actually producing and what they[nanotechnologies] actually producing and what they’’re re 
doing, it just seems incredible that something so small, doing, it just seems incredible that something so small, 
you know, what is it replacing and what happens toyou know, what is it replacing and what happens to……

MM It is hard to grasp the concept of what sometimes is It is hard to grasp the concept of what sometimes is 
actually going to be. In other areas itactually going to be. In other areas it’’s just a bit vague s just a bit vague 
about yeah somebody works some magic somewhere about yeah somebody works some magic somewhere 
but how itbut how it’’ll integrate into the way you live is a ll integrate into the way you live is a 
different thing.different thing.

MM Just exactly that. ItJust exactly that. It’’s just so difficult to grasp.s just so difficult to grasp.

Technical GroupTechnical Group



Visions of nanotechnologyVisions of nanotechnology

•• The groups then explored the three visions of The groups then explored the three visions of 
nanotechnology nanotechnology –– mainstream, utopian and sceptical mainstream, utopian and sceptical ––
depicted on a series of concept boards depicted on a series of concept boards 

•• Responses to the mainstream vision ranged from Responses to the mainstream vision ranged from 
genuine surprise as to the extent of investment in genuine surprise as to the extent of investment in 
nanotechnology research, to scepticism as to whether nanotechnology research, to scepticism as to whether 
such investment would bring any real benefitssuch investment would bring any real benefits

•• Much of the discussion centred on how commercial Much of the discussion centred on how commercial 
considerations are likely to drive the technologyconsiderations are likely to drive the technology









‘‘I just am a bit cynicalI just am a bit cynical’’

FF I just am a bit cynical about it because from I just am a bit cynical about it because from 
experience, my experience is, experience, my experience is, …… is that thereis that there’’s so s so 
many great uses, um, that it could be put to, to many great uses, um, that it could be put to, to 
help people you know, to, to, but it seems to me help people you know, to, to, but it seems to me 
that those uses donthat those uses don’’t really generally get through, t really generally get through, 
the way that these technologies are applied are by the way that these technologies are applied are by 
the people who have the money to put behind it, the people who have the money to put behind it, 
and those are the corporations or, whoever stands and those are the corporations or, whoever stands 
to make a profit from it and, [you] donto make a profit from it and, [you] don’’t generally t generally 
see technologies applied in a more humanistic or see technologies applied in a more humanistic or 
social, socially beneficial way.social, socially beneficial way.

Professional womanProfessional woman



Responses to VisionsResponses to Visions

•• Is this Is this NanoNano--hypehype
–– Who is investing in nanotechnology and why?Who is investing in nanotechnology and why?
–– Who will benefit from the hype?Who will benefit from the hype?

•• Is this Is this NanoNano--hubrishubris
–– Are overtly utopian scenarios the ones to be genuinely Are overtly utopian scenarios the ones to be genuinely 

fearful?fearful?
–– Is it realistic to imagine adequate forms of control?Is it realistic to imagine adequate forms of control?
–– Should we be rushing ahead when social and ethical Should we be rushing ahead when social and ethical 

considerations from existing technologies have not been considerations from existing technologies have not been 
resolved?resolved?



‘‘NanotechnologyNanotechnology’’s the new Gods the new God’’
M M That really is quite a frightening scenario that when you read That really is quite a frightening scenario that when you read 

through that. . . . So this wonderful nanotechnology is going through that. . . . So this wonderful nanotechnology is going 
to be a cureto be a cure--all for all human ills, itall for all human ills, it’’s going to make us all s going to make us all 
super brilliant and clever and work that much better, our super brilliant and clever and work that much better, our 
transporttransport’’s going to be far better, even though the fact that s going to be far better, even though the fact that 
nobody will be dying of old age, nobody will be dying of any nobody will be dying of old age, nobody will be dying of any 
illnesses, means we wonillnesses, means we won’’t be able to move on this planet. . . . t be able to move on this planet. . . . 
OK, if itOK, if it’’s used to treat cancers and stuff like that but wes used to treat cancers and stuff like that but we’’re re 
getting into this Brave New World scenario here where getting into this Brave New World scenario here where 
everyone lives forever and everybody has everything, everyone lives forever and everybody has everything, 
everybody can do everything. . . . Iteverybody can do everything. . . . It’’s a very, very frightening s a very, very frightening 
scenario . . .scenario . . .

Professional groupProfessional group

F F ItIt’’s like nanotechnologys like nanotechnology’’s the new God.s the new God.
Technology groupTechnology group



‘‘This is the vision of the robotic environmentThis is the vision of the robotic environment’’

F F ItIt’’s amazing.s amazing.
F F I find it quite daunting actually, I find it a bit scary.I find it quite daunting actually, I find it a bit scary.
F F This is the vision of the robotic environment with This is the vision of the robotic environment with 

everything controlled for you and everything 100 per everything controlled for you and everything 100 per 
cent perfect and plastic.cent perfect and plastic.

F F ItIt’’s like even the food. . . .You buy a piece of fruit, s like even the food. . . .You buy a piece of fruit, 
itit’’s healthy, after a period of time it wrinkles, you s healthy, after a period of time it wrinkles, you 
throw it away or whatever and that is a natural throw it away or whatever and that is a natural 
process and I think in some ways itprocess and I think in some ways it’’s kind of fiddling s kind of fiddling 
with that natural process.with that natural process.

MothersMothers



The consolidation of concernThe consolidation of concern

• During the week between the two sessions, participants 
engaged in their own research on nanotechnology, 
through the internet or discussions with family and 
friends

• For many participants, the greatest area of anxiety was 
in relation to nanoparticles entering and harming the 
body, either through cosmetics or foods

• The invisibility of nanoparticles exacerbated this 
concern



Nanoparticle RiskNanoparticle Risk

• A visceral example of this dynamic was explored 
in the mothers’ group

• In the initial session, these women were largely 
enthusiastic at the prospect of consumer 
benefits from nanotechnology, particularly in 
ameliorating signs of ageing 

• Now, when confronted by uncertainty as to the 
toxicological effects of nanoparticles, they were 
more doubtful



‘I wouldn’t touch it now with a barge pole’

F Since last week I’ve completely changed my approach to these 
creams. When you said it had those nanosomes I thought, ‘oh 
great, fantastic, I’d use it’ – I wouldn’t touch it now with a 
barge pole if you paid me money to put that stuff on my face. 
It’s so frightening.

F I think we’re very trusting as buyers in the market, we’re very 
trusting of the products we’re given. .We’re suddenly having 
to become very sceptical because things come out afterwards.

F Well you sort of assume it’s always been tested.
F Clearly things like cosmetics don’t have the controls that the 

drugs do.
F But surely wouldn’t they be better to say, right, we don’t 

know enough and until we know enough or we’ve changed 
our regulations then we don’t let it go on the market.

F There’s too much money in it I think.
Mothers



Reflections on ethical dilemmasReflections on ethical dilemmas

• In the middle of the second sessions, the 
questions or concerns raised by this research 
were explored with the help of three more 
concept boards on the themes of 
– ‘privacy’
– ‘human enhancement’
– ‘meddling with nature’









Factors likely to underpin public concernFactors likely to underpin public concern

Although concern was latent, the factors Although concern was latent, the factors 
underpinning such concern reflected familiar underpinning such concern reflected familiar 
themes, but ratcheted up to a new levelthemes, but ratcheted up to a new level
–– The bodyThe body
–– NatureNature’’s revenges revenge
–– Control societyControl society
–– Increasing inequalitiesIncreasing inequalities
–– Potential for misusePotential for misuse
–– The military imaginaryThe military imaginary



‘‘ItIt’’s the invisible threats the invisible threat’’

F The face cream which has got very small nanoparticles in it . 
. . if I rub that on my skin, there’s things going into my skin 
I’m not aware of. No one knows exactly what that’s going to 
do and it might have long-term effects. Any little bit of dirt, 
like something that shouldn’t be in there, pops into the cell, 
messes with the actual sequence of what that cell does and 
you know, that’s so scary.

F Yeah because it can happen without you realising whereas 
before if things were going to invade your body, you would 
see it happening.

M It’s the invisible threat….
M I think it’s the mixing of the science and the biology. I think 

it’s when those two, you know, mix. I think when 
everything’s thinking for themselves that you start to worry

Technology group



‘‘WeWe’’ll be the guinea pigsll be the guinea pigs’’

FF ItIt’’s like trying to make a perfect race again.s like trying to make a perfect race again.
FF We just donWe just don’’t know the long term effects do we? Thatt know the long term effects do we? That’’s s 

the problem.the problem.
FF So basically our generationSo basically our generation’’s going to be the ones that s going to be the ones that 

they test this all out on. If it all goes horribly wrong, wethey test this all out on. If it all goes horribly wrong, we’’ll ll 
be the guinea pigs.be the guinea pigs.

Mothers groupMothers group

MM ItIt’’ll get out of the cage Ill get out of the cage I’’m sure and evolve through m sure and evolve through 
various various biostrainsbiostrains and mechanisms and it will be and mechanisms and it will be 
adapted, possibly. There are cases with GM super weeds adapted, possibly. There are cases with GM super weeds 
now.now.

Professional menProfessional men



‘‘Evil applicationsEvil applications’’

MM The more I think of the dangers, the more The more I think of the dangers, the more 
evil applications I can think of using evil applications I can think of using 
nanotechnology. nanotechnology. 

MM Well I just find it quite frightening really. I Well I just find it quite frightening really. I 
think itthink it’’s quite disturbing. The potential to s quite disturbing. The potential to 
harm seems to me to be greater than the harm seems to me to be greater than the 
potential for good if it gets into the wrong potential for good if it gets into the wrong 
hands. hands. 

Technology groupTechnology group



‘‘There are some scary dark futures’

M I think the worrying thing for me . . . is that it’s almost as 
though we lose control of what’s going on because the 
technology itself is capable of replicating and you know pretty 
much making its own decisions.

M I think that is a big problem. It’s like the thing you were 
saying with creativity as well. If the human controls the 
technology that’s fine; as soon as it becomes the technology 
making all the decisions then that’s when you have a problem 
because humans are completely different from a computer.

M There are some scary dark futures where you have strains of 
children who are and are not enhanced in some way, and 
that’s a really dodgy thing.

M Do you have your kids injected at birth to enhance the way 
their muscles grow and things?

Technology group



‘‘It makes the rich richer and the poor poorerIt makes the rich richer and the poor poorer’’

M And the other feeling I was left with was it was almost like a 
nano race to be the first to do it – because the impression I 
got was that whoever really is the first to do it well is going to 
pretty much monopolise everything.

M Yeah it makes the rich richer and the poor poorer.
M The gap just gets bigger.
M I agree, but I don’t necessarily think everyone’s going to 

benefit from it.
M Oh no certainly not everyone. Only the very rich few.
Technology group



‘‘Why canWhy can’’t we slow it downt we slow it down’’

FF The whole thing weThe whole thing we’’ve been talking about ve been talking about 
is that these things happen so is that these things happen so quickly, quickly, 
why canwhy can’’t we slow it down? Is it going to t we slow it down? Is it going to 
matter that much if it is slowed down?matter that much if it is slowed down?

FF But the only thing is, say this country do But the only thing is, say this country do 
that and slow it down then youthat and slow it down then you’’re re gonnagonna
go abroadgo abroad……yeah, and ityeah, and it’’s s gonnagonna come come 
back into this country anyway.back into this country anyway.

Professional womenProfessional women



Reflecting on public concernReflecting on public concern

•• Context matters Context matters 
–– technology, GM, political economy of researchtechnology, GM, political economy of research

•• Considerable latent ambivalence towards Considerable latent ambivalence towards 
nanotechnologynanotechnology
–– Ambivalence did not diminish through greater Ambivalence did not diminish through greater 

knowledge and awarenessknowledge and awareness
–– Instead, through exposure to the multiple ways in which Instead, through exposure to the multiple ways in which 

the debate was being characterised, and through debate the debate was being characterised, and through debate 
and deliberation, our participants moved towards a and deliberation, our participants moved towards a 
more sceptical view as to the ability of government and more sceptical view as to the ability of government and 
industry to represent the public interestindustry to represent the public interest



‘It must be an absolute Godsend to the terrorists’

Int How controversial do you think it’s going to be?
M Far more than genetic modification.
M It’s going to be more. And what are the fault lines 

through which it’s going to become politically 
controversial?

M The medical, the human biological angles as well as 
the food chain.

M I would have thought in the present climate 
particularly terrorism. It must be an absolute 
Godsend to the terrorists, this sort of technology.

Professional men



Wider ReflectionsWider Reflections
• Although further research is required to corroborate 

the reliability of these findings across more diverse 
social groups, our research suggests that there is 
considerable – if latent – potential for controversy 
around nanotechnologies

• It points to the density of issues – moral, social, 
political, as well as technical – posed by 
nanotechnologies and of the fundamental challenges 
for governance

• And it suggests that the public can differentiate these 
issues, and deliberate their social meanings in more 
complex terms than simply as ‘risks’ and ‘benefits’



Introducing the FilmIntroducing the Film

•• NowNow…… to the final phase of the research to the final phase of the research 
–– 12 selected members of our 12 selected members of our nanonano--informed (and informed (and 

animated) publics and 12 animated) publics and 12 nanoscientistsnanoscientists
–– an afternoonan afternoon’’s discussion at the National History s discussion at the National History 

Museum to encourage a new form of conversation on Museum to encourage a new form of conversation on 
the ethical and social dimensions of nanotechnologies.the ethical and social dimensions of nanotechnologies.

•• This was conducted very much as an experiment. This was conducted very much as an experiment. 
–– Was such a conversation be possible? Was such a conversation be possible? 
–– Would it be productive? Would it be productive? 
–– Would the scientists and public participants argue or Would the scientists and public participants argue or 

agree? agree? 
–– Would there be a meeting of minds? Would there be a meeting of minds? 
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